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GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA [10 CFR 50 APPENDIX A]

“These General Design Criteria establish minimum requirements for the principal design criteria for water-cooled nuclear power plants similar in design and location to plants for which construction permits have been issued by the Commission.”

Criterion 16—Containment design.
Reactor containment and associated systems shall be provided to establish an essentially leak-tight barrier against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment and to assure that the containment design conditions important to safety are not exceeded for as long as postulated accident conditions require.
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**フィルタ付ボンネット設備の概要**

**2号機イメージ図**

1. **フィルタ付ボンネット設備本体の概略寸法・設置数**
   - 設置寸法: 直径約2m、高さ約8m（円筒形）
   - 設置数: 4基（2号機）、5基（3号機）

2. **フィルタ付ボンネット設備格納室の概略寸法**
   - 幅約13m×長さ約25m×高さ約12m (2号機)
   - 幅約13m×長さ約28m×高さ約14m (3号機)

**添付資料**
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GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA [10 CFR 50 APPENDIX A]

Criterion 50—Containment design basis. The reactor containment structure, including access openings, penetrations, and the containment heat removal system shall be designed so that the containment structure and its internal compartments can accommodate, without exceeding the design leakage rate and with sufficient margin, the calculated pressure and temperature conditions resulting from any loss-of-coolant accident.
GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA: “Accommodate” who?
“Ultimately, we have to change the mindset about people believing that accidents can’t happen. Before the accident, too many people believed in that mindset.”

Gregory Jazcko
Former NRC Chairman
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“It just isn’t economic, and it’s not economic within a foreseeable time frame,”
John Rowe, former CEO, Exelon Nuclear
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